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Exercises with a DIDACTIC PHOTOVOLTAIC INSTALLATION  
 
 
 
The vast majority of homes with solar panels remain tied to the grid, which means you'll have 
access to electricity from the grid if your home is using more than your panels are creating. If the 
grid goes down for any reason, your solar panel system is designed to turn off automatically to 
ensure the safety of utility workers who might be fixing any damaged power lines. 
 
On the other hand, if you're completely off the grid, you're already on your own power island. Your 
islanding solar inverter works independently from the power grid. If there's a storm or other event 
that knocks out the main power grid, your solar power system will continue running and providing 
power to your home. 
 
We mention this because many people mistake going solar with going off-grid, but that's typically 
not the case. To be truly off-the-grid, you must generate 100% of your electricity without 
depending on the distribution system operated by the local utility company. As you'd imagine, that 
isn't easy to achieve because your home still needs electricity when the sun isn’t shining, so you 
typically need a large battery backup system to store extra electricity. 
 
This is a model of an off-the-grid installation, developed in Usurbil Higher VET School with Studer 
technology: 
 

 
 

1. PHOTOVOLTAIC PANEL 
2. ENERGY INPUTS 
3. PV REGULATOR 
4. AC-DC INVERTERS 
5. DC PROTECTIONS 
INVESTORS 
6. PROGRAMMING CONSOLE 

7. COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
8. ACCUMULATOR 
9. AC PROTECTIONS 
10. AC CONSUMPTION OUTPUT 
MONOPHASIC-TRIPHASIC 
 

 

https://palmetto.com/learning-center/blog/solar-battery-guide-storage-benefits-features-cost
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Single line schema of the proposed island mode micro-grid 
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We are now going to describe the photovoltaic MICROGRID, designed and installed in 
Usurbil High VET School. The objective of the described system is eminently didactic. 
 
 
This system allows the generation of electrical energy in the form of a hybrid system, since it will 
use a battery bank and support from the electrical supply network, or an input of photovoltaic 
panels as an energy source, generating an OFF-GRID system. 
 
 
The panel is made up of different equipment and security elements, which will have the option of 
being manipulated to make changes in its functionality, such as changing the output from single-
phase to three-phase current. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The use of this system pursues a didactic objective, which is to be able to carry out practices and 
train the students in photovoltaic energy OFF-GRID systems. 
 
 
 
The manipulation of this equipment must be carried out by personnel qualified in 
photovoltaic installations and electrical safety, since once connected the equipment 
generates dangerous voltages. 
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Needed equipment: 
 
For mounting this didactic microgrid we propose to use the following equipment: 
 

● 3 inverter chargers 2400/48 Studer 
● 1 Variotrack VT-65 Studer charge regulator 
● 1 Remote Control RCC-02 Studer 
● 1 X-LAN Studer communications module 
● 4 Batteries of 401 Ah (C20) 6 Volt each, in series to reach 24 V 
● 1 DC protection panel with the following components: 

 
o 1 Fuse between regulator and photovoltaic modules 
o 1 Fuse between regulator and battery 
o 3 Fuses between inverter and batteries (1 for each inverter) 

 
● 1 AC protection and command panel with the following components: 
● 1 Four-pole magneto-thermal circuit breaker for the auxiliary network input 
● 1 contact coil 
● 1 Protection fuse for contact coil 
● 1 Single-pole magneto-thermal circuit breaker for manual contact coil operation. 
● 3 Monopolar magneto-thermal circuit breakers, 1 at the output of each inverter 
● 3 Monopolar differentials, 1 at the output of each inverter 
● 3 Monopolar thermal-magnetic circuit breaker at the AC coupling connection input 
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Inverter – Charger equipment configuration: 
 
 
The inverter - charger equipment has the characteristic that in addition to operating as a normal 
inverter, it also has a battery charger using the inverse function and transforming the AC into DC, 
using a generator set as a source or directly extracting current from the electrical network to 
charge the batteries. batteries. 
 
 
This equipment has the important characteristic that it can be configured with three devices for the 
option of delivering single-phase or three-phase current. 
 
 
In different configurations of the equipment, different power solutions can also be delivered for 
various needs, which are described below: 
 
 

⮚ Inverter - charger with transfer relay: 
 

The inverter-charger unit can operate as an independent unit, but it can also combine its two 
functions using a transfer relay, as we can see in the following image: 

 

 
 
 

Inverter - charger equipment functionality 
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⮚ Parallel connection with an input phase: 
 
When the power demanded by the system exceeds that of each individual inverter, these can 
be combined at their outputs to add their powers. In this configuration, 1, 2 or 3 units can be 
connected in parallel, with an auxiliary input (Alternate Current), which can be a generator set 
or the electrical network directly, as can be seen in the following images: 

 
 

 
Two inverters in parallel to double the power generated 

 
 

 
Three inverters connected in parallel, with one phase output 
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⮚ Parallel connection with three input phases 
 
 
In this configuration, it is possible to connect 3 units in parallel, with a three-phase auxiliary input 
source, and output also in three phases, to supply three-phase loads or to divide the loads into 
different phases, so as not to overload the networks, as shown You can see in the following 
images: 
 
 

 
Three inverters connected in parallel, with three output phases 
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⮚ AC coupling connection with inverters – chargers and mains inverter 
 
 
AC coupling is a system configuration that combines standard grid connection inverters, which are 
connected to an electrical grid that is generated by charger inverters, using batteries as a power 
source, which are charged by photovoltaic modules. 
 
The AC coupling system allows the grid inverter to work using the grid supplied by the charger 
inverter, giving it the necessary voltage and frequency so that it can deliver AC power directly to 
the loads during daylight hours, without using energy from the batteries. 
 
 

 
 

AC coupling connection, with auxiliary generator set support and without photovoltaic support for 
battery charging 
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When the photovoltaic generator produces less energy, either due to low radiation or high load 
consumption, the charger inverter supplies the missing energy from the batteries. 
 
In the event that there is little radiation and the batteries are discharged, the generator set or 
electrical network comes into operation, which prioritizes delivering energy to the loads and if 
there is no consumption, it begins to charge the batteries. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

AC coupling connection, with generator set support 
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AC coupling connection, with mains support 
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Three-phase connection procedure 
 
Phase selection jumpers: 
 
The charger inverters of the trainer can be used in the same system to carry out a three-phase 
system, or a power increase of the same phase, or both. Commissioning this configuration 
requires making an internal connection. 
 
To configure three units in three-phase, the phases connected in AC input determine the position 
of the phase selection jumper, in which you will connect a jumper that by default comes on line 1 
of each inverter, so that each inverter, according to its input phase, is change the bridge. 
(i.e. Inverter 1-L1, Inverter 2-L2, Inverter 3-L3) 
 
 

 
Connection bridge for three-phase system 
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Equipment and system configuration procedure by means of the Studer 
programming remote control console 
 
 
 
Generalities 
 
The Xtender inverter-charger has been designed to ensure all the basic functions of an energy 
management system in a completely autonomous way. In its original version, no adjustment is 
normally needed apart from the battery charge current {1138} and the max current of the AC 
source {1107}. 
 

 
  
 
 
 
Access to parameters 
 
Parameters can be accessed in two different ways: 
• By your reference number; 
• For the thematic menu. 
 

 
 
 
 
Deadline before transfer relay closure {1580} 
 
This parameter allows delaying the closing of the transfer relay even if the AC-In voltage is 
present. This function can be useful in case of operation with generators that have a warm-up 
period. 
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 Auxiliary contacts 1 {1201} and 2 {1310} 
 
The Xtender inverter-charger is equipped with two auxiliary relays with a potential-free contact 
(inverter). Those two relays allow multiple functions to be performed using proper wiring and 
simple programming. 
 
The programming of each contact is done independently except in functions that require the use 
of the two relays. In this case the events programmed to activate the second relay are 
automatically deactivated. 
 
The extended functions of the auxiliary contacts are described at the end of the simple functions 
chapter. Auxiliary contacts activate immediately in response to programmed signals. When the 
activation conditions are no longer met, they are deactivated within 2 seconds to avoid over-
switching. 
 
Auxiliary contacts react to various types of signals represented graphically below. The base 
events that can activate the contacts are of type: 
• Single event 
• Planned event 
• Level 
 
In the following definitions, each parameter has two reference numbers. The reference on the left 
corresponds to auxiliary contact 1 and the one on the right to auxiliary contact 2 ({contact 
reference 1} {contact reference 2}). 
 
Auxiliary contacts are factory programmed with predefined functions. If you want to apply a 
specific function, you will have to delete the already set schedules. To do this, use the parameter 
{1569} or {1570}. 
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Switching mode {1202} {1311} 
 
Auxiliary contacts can be activated in 4 different ways: 
Manual ON: in this mode, the contact is permanently activated, whatever the external conditions 
or the programming. 
Manual OFF: in this mode, the contact remains permanently open, whatever the external 
conditions or the programming. 
Automatic: In this mode, the auxiliary contact is activated based on the conditions and 
programming restrictions. 
Reverse Automatic: In this mode, conditions and constraints define the opening of the contact. It 
works just the opposite of automatic mode. When this closes the relay, the reverse mode opens it 
and vice-versa. 
 
 
 
Low battery voltage alarm {1226} {1334} 
 
If the low battery voltage threshold is reached, the contact is activated. Contrary to the acoustic 
alarm that is deactivated after a certain time, this signal remains active as long as the battery 
voltage is below the threshold. If the low voltage error intervenes, this condition remains active 
and so does the contact. 
 
 
 
Event combination mode {1497} {1498} 
 
This parameter defines how the various events intended to activate the auxiliary contact are 
combined. 
A single event may be enough to activate the contact (OR operation), or it may be necessary to 
have all the events active for the contact to be active (AND function). 
 
 
 
Smart-Boost active {1233} {1341} 
 
Activates the auxiliary contact if the Smart-Boost function is active. For more information on the 
Smart-Boost function, refer to the Xtender inverter-charger manual. 
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Relay activated on a battery voltage (AUX 1) {1245} {1353} 
 
These parameters make it possible to activate the auxiliary contacts if the battery voltage drops 
below a chosen voltage and this for an equally variable time. Three voltages linked to three times 
can be combined to activate the auxiliary contact. 
 
 
The auxiliary contact will be deactivated only after the battery goes above a voltage and a period 
of time also chosen. The deactivation values are independent of the activation parameters: 
 
• Dynamic threshold compensation {1228} {1354} 
• Voltage 1 active {1246} {1355} 
• Tension 1 {1247} {1356} 
• Time 1 {1248} {1357} 
• Voltage 2 active {1249} {1358} 
• Tension 2 {1250} {1359} 
• Time 2 {1251} {1360} 
• Voltage 3 active {1252} {1361} 
• Tension 3 {1253} {1362} 
• Time 3 {1254} {1363} 
• Dropout voltage {1255} {1364} 
• Time over battery voltage for deactivation {1256} {1365} 
• Deactivate if battery in floating phase {1516} {1517} 
• The relay opening threshold {1255}{1364}, respectively for AUX1 and AUX2, works with a 
temperature compensation that cannot be eliminated. 
 
 
 
 
Relay activated on inverter power or Smart-Boost {1257} {1366} 
 
If the inverter power exceeds a certain level, the contact can be activated. Three power levels 
linked to three times are adjustable to activate the auxiliary contact. 
 
The auxiliary contact will deactivate only after the output power goes below the threshold and 
after a chosen time. 
 
If the Smart-Boost function is active, these parameters are also taken into account with the boost 
power. 
 
 

● Potencia 1 activa {1258} {1367}  
● Potencia 1 {1259} {1368}  
● Tiempo 1 {1260} {1369}  
● Potencia 2 activa {1261} {1370}  
● Potencia 2 {1262} {1371}  
● Tiempo 2 {1263} {1372}  
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Generator control 
 
The two contacts can be combined in order to automatically start a generator set equipped with 
an electric starter. In that case, the two contacts are dedicated to this function. 
 
Auxiliary contact 1 serves as the operating contact and auxiliary contact 2 as the start contact. 
The generator starting condition must be programmed with the parameters of auxiliary contact 1. 
Starting is done by first activating the operating contact and then activating the start contact. The 
latter is activated several times, if necessary, to start the engine. If a voltage appears at the AC-In 
terminals, the start contact is released. 
 
A. Time between main contact stop / restart {1574} 
B. Time between starter attempts {1494} 
C. AUX2 starter impulse time {1492}Number of starting attempts {1493} 
• Power 3 active {1264} {1373} 
• Power 3 {1265} {1374} 
• Time 3 {1266} {1375} 
• Power off {1267} {1376} 
• Time under power for deactivation {1268} {1377} 
 
 
In the configurations that include several Xtenders, each equipment is controlled independently 
with the on/off button (41). When the on/off order is given by the RCC-02/-03 remote control, it is 
applied simultaneously to all the equipment. 
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Power increase by paralleling 
 
Up to three Xtenders of the same type - power and voltage - can be connected in parallel in order 
to obtain an increase in nominal power of one or more phases. In this configuration, all the AC-In 
inputs of the Xtenders must be connected. The most recent unit of the phase (according to the 
serial number) will work as master and will guarantee only the power supply of the phase. It will 
manage the switching on of the Xtender(s) in parallel only when the requested power is greater 
than ¾ of Pnom. 
This mode optimizes system performance at partial load. 
 
It is possible to prohibit the transition to standby mode of the inverter(s) in parallel with parameter 
{1547}. In that case the automatic load detection function (see 7.1.1 –p. 27) will be disabled. 
 
 
 
Combined system 
 
It is possible to combine a three-phase system with one or several phases made up of 2 or 3 
Xtenders in parallel. 
Several inverters can also be combined in only one (or two) phases. For example, a reinforced 
phase for single-phase users (the most common) and two phases with a single Xtender to power 
three-phase loads (motor). It is thus possible to combine up to nine Xtenders for three-phase 
network connection of three Xtenders placed in parallel. 
 
 
 
Extension of an existing installation 
 
Subject to compatibility, in most cases it is possible to extend an existing installation by adding 
one or more units in parallel or three-phase. The compatibility of new equipment must be verified 
with Studer Innotec by providing the serial numbers of the equipment in the existing installation. 
Teams on the same system must use an identical software version. Download the latest version 
of the software from the Studer Innotec website and update all equipment in the system before 
commissioning. 
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Configuration of communication equipment XCOM-232I 
 
 
Termination switch 
 
To establish communication between the equipment, it is important to check the termination 
switch, that is, it must be in position O, when the two inputs are occupied, and in position T, if only 
one is occupied, this includes the charge regulator and the console. of remote control, that is to 
say that the ends must go in T and the intermediate equipment in position O 
 
 

 
XTM Inverter Termination Switch   VT Regulator Termination Switch 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Termination switch Remote control console RCC-02 
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Microgrids KA2-IO3: Handbook  
 

Unit 2 – WIND TURBINE MAINTENANCE PLAN  
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What is a maintenance plan? 
 
 A maintenance plan is the set of preventive tasks to be carried out on an installation in 
order to meet the objectives of availability, reliability, and cost, and with the ultimate goal of 
increasing the lifetime of the installation as much as possible. 
 
Knowing this definition, our company is going to focus on a maintenance that prioritizes the most 
frequent maintenance so that we can make a more exhaustive follow-up of the installation and we 
will be able to find the failures before they happen. 
 
The frequencies that we establish to carry out this maintenance are 3 months, 6 months and one 
year (with some exceptions). 
 
This means that the company will not have much profit but we will do a quality job that will give 
our clients security and they will know that the wind farm is working properly.  
 
Below we will explain A maintenance plan. 
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BREAKDOWN OF ALL WIND TURBINE MECHANICAL ASSEMBLIES 
 
In this list we have all the mechanical assemblies of the wind turbine: 
 

● Nacelle and cone casing 
● Tower 
● Lifting of loads 
● Security 
● Multiplier 
● Generator 
● General 
● Guidance system 
● Blades 
● Hydraulic system and pitch change  
● High shaft 
● Main shaft 
● Blade bearing 
● Frame 
● Bushing 
● Medium voltage switchgear 
● Transformer 
● Electrical cabinets 
● Beacons 
● Lightning transmission 
● Thermal conditioning of nacelle and rotor  
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PLAN 
 
In this table we show each subassembly and the schedule of when maintenance is to be 
performed. 
 

Nº No. of maint. visits 3 months 6 months 1 year 
2 
years 

3 
years 

4 
years 

5 
years Variable 

Security         

Casing and cone         

Tower         

Blades         

Lifting of loads         

Multiplier         

Generator          

General         

Guidance system         

Pitch change         

Hydraulic system         

High shaft         

Main shaft         

Blade bearing         

Frame         

Bushing         

High voltage 
switchgear         

Transformer         

Electrical cabinets         

Beacons        
When 
melted 

Lightning 
transmission         

Thermal conditioning 
of nacelle and rotor         
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 
 
 

● Nacelle and cone casing 
 
1 year: 
 

- Visual inspection of cracks and paint. It consists of hanging on the outside of the nacelle 
and moving forward and inspecting the entire contour for irregularities. 

 
4 years: 
 
Thorough cleaning of the exterior and painting. The entire exterior should be thoroughly cleaned 
with specific machines that do not damage the material and then paint the exterior.  

 
 
 

● Tower 
 
3 months: 
 

- Visual inspection of bolts. The bolts should be 
inspected to see if they are in good condition. 

- Inspection of tightening torques. The torque is put on 
the torque wrench and each bolt is checked to see if 
it has the proper torque, if so the wrench will be 
passed. 

 
 
 

● Lifting of loads 
 
 
6 months: 
 

- Visual inspection of the attachments, hitches and load 
arm. This consists of checking if the hoist attachments are 
correctly fastened, checking the chain and all attachments 
to the nacelle. 

- Inspection of tightening torques. As with the tower bolts, 
the tightening torques of each bolt must be checked. 
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● Security 
 
6 months:  
 

- Checking for leaks and condition of the 
emergency bottles of the pitch system. 

 
 
1 year 
 

- Revision of fire extinguishers... etc. 
- Check level of fire extinguishers, check 

ladders, check hatches between tower areas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● Multiplier  
 
3 months 
 

- Look at the screws and check for leaks. 
- - Check oil level and color (no bubbles), take the 

oil dipstick to check it. 
- - Check multiplier-generator coupling (cracks...). 
- - Viscosity, particles and lubricant degradation  

A sample of the oil is taken and analyzed to see if there is 
a problem inside the multiplier. 

- Corrosion, visual inspection. 
- Visual inspection, obstructions. Look at pipes, 

hoses and if they are clogged or cracked, in this 
case they should be replaced. 

- Visual inspection silent block. Check for cracks or excessive deterioration of the rubber. 
 
6 months 
 

- Vibration measurement. 
- emperature-Thermography to check the operating 

temperature. It is done with the thermographic 
camera. 

- - Steloscope or Radioscope to check for fractured 
teeth and metal debris in the oil. 

- - Check the condition and calibration of the torque arm 
rubber/tabs. 

 
 
1 year 
 

- Change filters and oil, also take advantage of each change to pour clean oil and take it out 
again to clean the whole circuit. 
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● Generator 
 
3 months: 
 

- Visual inspection 
- Check winding temperature  
- Grease bearings  
- Check generator fastening bolts tightness 
- Perform vibration analysis 

 
 
6 months: 
 

- Inspection and tightening of connections in 
terminal box. 

- Verify electrical panels associated to the generator. 
- Inspection of brushes and slip rings. 
- Measuring stator and rotor windings. 
- Verify grounding. 
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● General 

 
3 months: 
 

- Cleaning of the surrounding area. 
- - Check noise and vibrations with the wind turbine running (from the base of the wind 

turbine). 
 
 
6 months: 
 

- Nacelle inspection 
- - Sensory inspection (leaks, broken, loose or disassembled 

elements, identification labels, abnormal colors or corrosion 
symptoms, alarms...). 

- - Verify the correct operation of the generator instrumentation 
(speed control, temperature and pressure sensors, weather 
station). 

 
 
 
 

● Sistema de orientación 
 
3 months:  
 

- Check operation of the guidance system. 
- Visual inspection of geared motors. 
- Measure consumption of motors (reading of parameters). 
- Visual inspection of the braking system. 
- Verify the correct lubrication of the system.  

 
 
 
6 months: 
 

- Inspect teeth and check operation of the nacelle guidance 
system by simulating a maneuver: load, noises, hard 
spots. 

- Re-tighten discs and sliding radial clearances. 
- Hydraulic system check: oil, pressure, brakes. 
- Check the internal worm of the gearboxes as they are 

subjected to a lot of stress (they are fixed on site). 
- Check the active braking system (hydraulic). 
- Check and calibration of the passive braking system. 

 
 
1 year: 
 

- Maintenance of the brake of the auto reducers. 
- Change brake pads. 
- Verify tightness of motor reducer fastening bolts. 
- Check tightness of gearmotor connections. 
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● Blades 
 
3 months: 
 

- Quick optical inspection of the blades (deformations) 
 
1 year: 
 

- Discolorations and roughness 
- Cracks and crack marks  
- Cleaning of dust, sand... from the blades. 
- In extreme cases of ice, a coat of ice repellent paint is applied. 
- Inspection of grounding of the blades 
- Inspection of lightning receiver buttons 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● Hydraulic system and pitch change  
 
3 months:  
 

- Check oil color (take sample to laboratory). 
- Oil level. 
- Visual inspection of hoses and connections (pressure element checks).Inspección visual 

manguitos y conexiones (comprobaciones de 
elementos a presión). 

 
6 months: 
 

- Check settings: signal and range between ends. 
- Stroke test: load, hard spots, etc. 
- Hydraulics/Servomotors checks. 
- Sleeve lubrication (plastic/rubber hydrator). 

 
1 year: 
 

- Oil and filter change. 
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● High shaft  
 
3 months: 
 

- Visual inspection of the brake disc to check for crystallization, disc discoloration, cracks, 
crazing, etc. 

- Check tightening torque with torque wrench. 
- Lubrication of bearings. 
- Visual check of coupling of composite plates or discs (multiplier-generator joint) to check 

for wear. 
 
6 months: 
 

- Auditive inspection to check for undesirable sounds 
(squeaking, creaking...). 

- Vibration analysis by means of sensors and 
compared with machine manufacturer's standards... 

- Shaft alignment in case the vibration analysis is 
incorrect. 

- Visual check of the brake pad and disc. 
 
1 year:  
 
Check disc thickness with a micrometer at three points of 
the disc. Each measurement at 120º to the other. 
Check disc warpage using a dial indicator to ensure that 
the disc is not warped. 
 
 

 
● Main shaft  

 
3 months: 
 

- Visual inspection of the shaft for rust, cracks. 
- Check tightening torque of bolts with torque wrench. 
- Lubrication of bearings. 

 
6 months: 
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- - Auditive inspection to check for unhealthy sounds (squeaking, creaking...). 
- - Vibration analysis by means of sensors and compared with machine manufacturer's 

standards... 
- - Shaft alignment in case the vibration analysis is incorrect... 

 
 

● Blade bearing 
 
3 months:  
 

- Visual inspection (screws, lack of lubrication, rust...). 
- Check tightening torque of screws with a torque wrench. 
- If the bearing is a section bearing, check the condition of 

each section. 
6 months: 
 
Check tightening torque of bolts and screws. 
Auditive inspection to check for undesirable sounds (squeaking, 
creaking...). 
Blade bearing lubrication. 
Vibration analysis by means of sensors and compared with the 
machine manufacturer's standards... 
 
Consequences of not maintaining and not lubricating the bearings: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● Frame 
 
3 months: 
 

- Visual inspection (rust, welds, condition 
of fasteners, cracks) 

 
 
6 months:  
 

- Check tightening torque of bolts and 
nuts with a torque wrench. 
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- Exhaustive check of the front part of the frame as it is the most fragile. 
 
 
1 year: 
 

- Replacement of silentblock, as the rubber deteriorates. 
 
 
 
 
 

● Bushing  
 
3 months: 
 

- Visual inspection (check for rust, observation of 
bolts...), also check thoroughly for cracks in the bushing 
shell. 

 
6 months: 
 
Check tightening torque of bolts and nuts with torque wrench.  
Vibration analysis by means of sensors and compared with the 
machine manufacturer's standards... 
 
 
 
 

● Foundations 
 
1 year: 
 
Check cracks in the foundations. 
Observe the condition of the bolts (rust, cracks...). 
 
Consequences of not checking foundations: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● Medium 
voltage switchgear 

 
3 months: 
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- Visual inspection 
We check that there is no humidity so that the insulation between phases is correct and does not 
cause short circuits; we also look carefully at the state of the connections and their conductors. 
Corrosion, rust.... that all components are in good condition. 
 
 
 
6 months: 
 

- Thermography to verify the condition of the cell/ switchgear. 
 
For this inspection we will use the thermographic camera to see the temperature of the 
components of the cell and compare it with the standard of each one of them specified by the 
manufacturer. If the component indicates to us that it can reach its end or that it can give 
problems the component will be replaced by a new one. 
 
 
 

● Transformer 
 
3 months: 
 

- Visual inspection 
For this subassembly, it will be very important to pay close 
attention to possible distortions, displacements or loosening of 
the windings. This is due to inadequate repairs, corrosion, 
manufacturing defects and movements and vibrations inside the 
windings, so we will be attentive to these possible problems. 
We will be watching for possible overvoltage, winding resistance, 
the bearing and its ground, tap changer.... 
 
 
 
6 months: 
 

- Thermography to verify the condition of the cubicle. 
For this inspection we will use the thermographic camera that we 
will see the temperature of the components of the transformer 
and we will compare it with the pattern of each one of them specified by the manufacturer. If the 
component indicates that it can reach its end or that it can give problems, the component will be 
replaced by a new one. 
Electrical part as well as mechanical part 
 
 
Electrical cabinets 
 
3 months:  
 

- Visual inspection 
Comprobamos que todas las conexiones del armario 
estén bien conectadas cada una en su sitio,el estado 
de los cables y los componentes…... 
Dentro de esta inspección,también entra la 
comprobación de posibles humedades,corrosión …..    
También comprobaremos la continuidad,voltaje e 
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intensidad que le llega a los dispositivos localizados en la celda. 
 
 
6 months: 
 
 
We check that all the connections of the cabinet 
are well connected each one in its place, the 
state of the cables and the components.... 
Within this inspection, we also check for possible 
humidity, corrosion...    
We will also check the continuity, voltage and 
intensity that arrives to the devices located in the 
cubicle. 
 
 
 

● Beacons 
 
The inspection of this will be done every time we go to do the 
maintenance, since it would only be to see if it is fused or not and if 
necessary replace it with a new one.  
 
 

● Transmisión de rayos 
 
3 months: 
 

- Visual Inspection (lightning arrester and grounding) 
We check that the grounding conductor is in perfect condition and well connected. 
We will also check the state of each of the lightning conductors 
connected. 
 
 
 
 

● Thermal conditioning of nacelle and rotor  
 
1 year: 
 

- Check water or oil level and gas suppression, it will be 
necessary to refill the pump to the level marked by the 
manufacturer, check that there is no leakage of gas, oil, 
water, etc. 

- Check pumps, fans and thermostats for leaks. 
 
 
 

https://www.google.com/search?q=armario+electrico&client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk01nCkG_DHu0_haW4VTRiKEpg7ivGA:1614278940794&tbm=isch&source=iu&ictx=1&fir=wXDQO9DnfQK9rM%252CXmuY0jXN4hAQZM%252C_&vet=1&usg=AI4_-kSS-6KoFEZ7BFSRT9LNyFJlqSWUaw&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwik99XW2YXvAhUDhlwKHR3aBCsQ9QF6BAgJEAE#imgrc=wXDQO9DnfQK9rM
https://www.google.com/search?q=armario+electrico&client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk01nCkG_DHu0_haW4VTRiKEpg7ivGA:1614278940794&tbm=isch&source=iu&ictx=1&fir=wXDQO9DnfQK9rM%252CXmuY0jXN4hAQZM%252C_&vet=1&usg=AI4_-kSS-6KoFEZ7BFSRT9LNyFJlqSWUaw&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwik99XW2YXvAhUDhlwKHR3aBCsQ9QF6BAgJEAE#imgrc=wXDQO9DnfQK9rM
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Microgrids KA2-IO3: Handbook  
 

Unit 3 - Storage and intro to hydrogen 
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Exercises 
 
Lead battery making 
Here you are going to make a lead battery. You observe the battery during charging and 
discharging, so you can explain the different processes. 
 

Assignment 1 Making a battery yourself. 

Goal Knowledge of the construction of a lead-acid battery as a storage 
system 

Activities Making a lead-acid battery yourself 
Observation of battery times charging and discharging 
Explaining the different processes 

Result A working lead-acid battery with an explanation of the observation of 
the loading and discharging process. 

Assignment   

 

  
 
Supplies: 
-a glass jam jar of approximately 300 ml 
-Insulated copper wire-Sandpaper or steel wool 
-Watch glass 80 mm -Roof lead 1 mm thick -3 spacers -Adjustable transformer -Light 2.5V/100mA 
-Light 1.5V/10mA -Resistance 56 Ohm -Voltmeter 
 
 

Sulphuric acid (accumulic acid: s.g. 1.28): H2SO4  
Pay attention to and use special gloves and goggles!!! 
  
 
Making the battery: 
Cut or cut from a piece of roof lead 2 lead plates of 50x70 mm with a contact strip of 10x70 mm. 
Saw three spacers of approximately 40x20 mm from a piece of wood of 10 mm thick. 
Make 2 cuts in each block at approximately 1.5 cm. ' 
Sand the lead plates blank with sandpaper or steel wool and place both plates in the beaker using 

http://experimenten.nl/chemicalien.html#zwavelzuur
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the spacers. 
Bend the contact strips outwards around the edge of the beaker. 
Fill the beaker with sulfuric acid to just above the plates and cover it against splashing during 
loading. 
  
Activating the battery: 

Use the contact strips and the copper wire to connect the battery to the transformer. 
Highlight the plus and minus of the cell. 
Charges the battery for 30 minutes with approximately 100mA DC. 
Disconnect the battery and connect the 2.5V/100mA light to the battery. 
Note the time for how long the light is on and note the voltage of the battery every minute. 
  
Observation: 
The first time the battery is charged, we see that the anode slowly turns dark brown.  
 
Question: why is this? Explain this. 
During charging, we see gas formation at the poles. 
 
Question: why is this? Explain this. 
It is noticeable that the voltage remains fairly equal and is quite constant. The decay of the 
tension is very fast.  After discharging, both electrodes (anode and cathode) are covered with a 
white crystalline precipitate of lead sulfate. This is best visible on the anode, the cathode remains 
more or less gray.  After a few loading cycles, a white deposit occurs at the bottom of the jam jar.  
 
It is believed that this is lead sulphate (PbSO4), originating from the lead plates.  By increasing 
the reactive surface, the battery capacity still increases even after 10 charge/discharge cycles. 
 
 
Task: 
At the teacher's direction, you will set your battery in series with one or more batteries of your 
classmates. 

● Question: What can you say about the current and voltage in this circuit? And why do we 
have to take this into account? 

 
At the teacher's direction, you will put your battery in Parallel with one or more batteries of your 
classmates. 

● Question: What can you say about the current and voltage in this circuit? And why do we 
have to take this into account? 
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Assignment2  introduction 

Goal Understanding salt water battery   
(for fun/ Discussion)  

Activities Building a car that runs on a saltwater battery. 

Result A working model 

Assignment - Build the saltwater car 
- use other conductors of different materials for the saltwater battery 
  

Theory https://youtu.be/CuWVfewJCRE 
https://www.enexisgroep.nl/nieuws/zoet-zout-waterbatterij-voor-energieopslag-
van-de-
toekomst/#:~:text=Voor%20een%20thuisbatterij%2C%20waarmee%20je,ongevee
r%205000%20liter%20water%20nodig.  
  

 
Salt water car kit. 
 
Your teacher gave you a kit. You build the cart and discuss the points below in groups. At the end 
of the lesson you present your found answers. 
  
Discussion points/ tasks 

o How does a salt water battery work?  
o Are there different types of salt water batteries? 
o How much energy can such a battery provide? 
o And how often can this battery be charged and discharged (cycle) 
o What is the energy density of these types of batteries? 
o How much water do I need to store 10kWh, for example? 
 

https://www.kaseco.plus/nl/blog/zoutwaterbatterij#:~:text=Hoe%20werkt%20een%20zoutwaterbatt
erij%3F,om%20de%20spanning%20overte%20brengen.&text=Ionen%20verplaatsen%20zich%20
via%20het,waardoor%20de%20batterij%20energie%20afgeeft.  
https://www.thuisbatterij.be/zoutwaterbatterij 
  
 

  

https://youtu.be/CuWVfewJCRE
https://www.enexisgroep.nl/nieuws/zoet-zout-waterbatterij-voor-energieopslag-van-de-toekomst/#:~:text=Voor%20een%20thuisbatterij%2C%20waarmee%20je,ongeveer%205000%20liter%20water%20nodig
https://www.enexisgroep.nl/nieuws/zoet-zout-waterbatterij-voor-energieopslag-van-de-toekomst/#:~:text=Voor%20een%20thuisbatterij%2C%20waarmee%20je,ongeveer%205000%20liter%20water%20nodig
https://www.enexisgroep.nl/nieuws/zoet-zout-waterbatterij-voor-energieopslag-van-de-toekomst/#:~:text=Voor%20een%20thuisbatterij%2C%20waarmee%20je,ongeveer%205000%20liter%20water%20nodig
https://www.enexisgroep.nl/nieuws/zoet-zout-waterbatterij-voor-energieopslag-van-de-toekomst/#:~:text=Voor%20een%20thuisbatterij%2C%20waarmee%20je,ongeveer%205000%20liter%20water%20nodig
https://www.kaseco.plus/nl/blog/zoutwaterbatterij#:~:text=Hoe%20werkt%20een%20zoutwaterbatterij%3F,om%20de%20spanning%20overte%20brengen.&text=Ionen%20verplaatsen%20zich%20via%20het,waardoor%20de%20batterij%20energie%20afgeeft
https://www.kaseco.plus/nl/blog/zoutwaterbatterij#:~:text=Hoe%20werkt%20een%20zoutwaterbatterij%3F,om%20de%20spanning%20overte%20brengen.&text=Ionen%20verplaatsen%20zich%20via%20het,waardoor%20de%20batterij%20energie%20afgeeft
https://www.kaseco.plus/nl/blog/zoutwaterbatterij#:~:text=Hoe%20werkt%20een%20zoutwaterbatterij%3F,om%20de%20spanning%20overte%20brengen.&text=Ionen%20verplaatsen%20zich%20via%20het,waardoor%20de%20batterij%20energie%20afgeeft
https://www.thuisbatterij.be/zoutwaterbatterij
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Intro to Hydrogen 

  
  

Assignment 1 Orientation 

Goal Introduction into Chemistry 

Activities Using atmospheres to get acquainted with molecules, atoms and 
transformation of molecules.  

  
  
  

Result You will get the basic knowledge of chemistry, atoms and molecules  

Assignment  There are several chemical reactions, try to make them with help of 
atmospheres 

Theory Basic chemistry 

  
Production 

To make hydrogen, fossil fuels or electrolysis can be used.  The largest production of hydrogen is 
still taking place (2019) via the oxidization of carbon, methane or methanol. However, production 
by electrolysis is increasing. 
 

Production of hydrogen from methane (is most commonly used): 

CH4+ 2 H2O →CO2+4 H2CH4+ 2 H2O →CO2+4 H2 

  
In the production of hydrogen from methane, carbon dioxide is thus released. It also takes quite a 
lot of energy to make hydrogen as this synthesis takes place under high pressure and high 
temperatures. 

Task 1 
See if you can recreate this reaction by means of atomic spheres. For this you need the 
atomic spheres that are used in chemistry. For carbon (C), take the black sphere, hydrogen 
(H) is a small white sphere and use the red spheres for oxygen (O). From 1 C and 4x H make 
a methane molecule (CH4) in which the connection between the elements with a white rod 
electron pair is made. Then make 2 water molecules (H2O) in the same way. 
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When all three molecules are made, take a picture of this. Then try to make 1 carbon dioxide 
(CO2) and 4 water molecules (H2)from the elements (H2) here. If this is successful, take a picture 
of this again. If all goes well, you will not have any bulbs or rods left and all the holes of the atomic 
bulbs will be filled. 
 

  
In addition to methane as a raw material, coal can also be used for the production of hydrogen. 
With optimal conversion, the following reaction will occur. 

2C+ 2 H2O →CO2+2 H22C+ 2 H2O →CO2+2 H2 

  
Task 2 

Simulate this reaction with the chemistry spheres as described in commission 1. Consider 
which other reactions can occur when the reaction is not optimal. 
 

Task 3 

Now try to make a correct comparison ing yourself, using methanol (CH3OH) as a raw 
material for hydrogen production. Tip: make the reaction equation correct, this means that 
there are the same number of atoms of the element on the left and right. You can use the 
atomic bulbs. 
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Electrolysis 

 
 As we saw above, we can make hydrogen from a number of organic substances using steam. 
The disadvantage of this is that we get CO2  as a by-product, this is a greenhouse gas and 
therefore bad for the environment. There is a method to produce CO2-free, this method is called 
electrolysis and works with current. 

Task 4 
 Search the internet for which reactions occur with electrolysis of water and write them down. 
Note: We want the partial reactions with electrons! 

Electrolysis takes place because there is a voltage difference between the minus and plus poles, 
this voltage difference must be large enough to allow the electrons to run. As we have been able 
to see in assignment 4, the water at the cathode (plus-pole) is electrons off and takes electrons at 
the anode (minus-pole). The relinquishing of electrons is called reducer, the recording of electrons 
oxidise. The process is therefore also called redox reaction. 

Task 5 

Look up what the potential difference is for both responses from assignment 4. This is the 
potential difference required for electrolysis of pure water. 

Because there are minerals and salts dissolved in the water, the reaction is somewhat easier than 
in demineralized water. Normally, the voltage difference will be slightly lower about 1.7 Volts. 
 

Assignment 2 Electrolyses 

Goal Get to know how hydrogen is formed by electrolyses from water and 
vice versa  

Activities Using the Horizon-kit an Horizon-Stack you will produce electricity 
from hydrogen. You first have to produce hydrogen from water. First 
you use a single membrane, in task 3 you will use a stack.  
  
You will also do measurements on the model to determine the 
efficiency of a fuel cell  

Result You will know the principles of electrolysis and the efficiency of a fuel 
cell  

Assignment Follow the instructions of Horizon and the manual, measering Voltage, 
time and Amperage  
Calculate the energy of formed hydrogen  

Theory P = U*I Basic enthalpy  
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Practice 1: 

  
Requirements: Solar Kit from Horizon 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H1tXz5U1FkM 
 Demi-water (battery-water) 2 AA batteries 
 
 
Implementation: Follow the instructions included in the kit and connect everything 
properly (check!). First, perform the electrolysis, make sure that the water level is at least 0 (just 
above the cone). Write down this position. Take your time  as long as the  electrolysis  is running.. 
Stop the electrolysis when hydrogen bubbles up from the collection cocoon. Also, stop the time 
and see how long this has taken. Then write down how many ml of H 

2  and O2 have been formed. 
 
Question 1 

What is the ratio between H2  and O2  and why is this? 

Now connect the electromotor with propeller in the right way and see which way it turns and let it 
turn for 30 seconds.  Now change the two poles, let the propeller rotate for 10 seconds, see which 
way the propeller now turns. Reconnect the  electromotor properly and take your time. Stop the 
time when the propeller stops spinning. Add to this 40 seconds and you have the time to work on 
the fuel cell. 
 

Question 2 

Is the number of seconds of producing and using hydrogen the same? Why or why not? 

Read the number of ml of H2  and O2 that is left. 
Question 3 

Give an explanation of why hydrogen and oxygen remain after the propeller has stopped 
turning. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H1tXz5U1FkM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H1tXz5U1FkM
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Practice 2: 

 
Perform the same test with the electrolyser with the programmed Arduino attached to it.  If there is 
no Arduino present, connect a Voltmeter and Ammeter correctly, if necessary ask your teacher 
how this is done. 
The aim of this trial is to see what the useful efficiency of producing and using hydrogen by 
electrolysis is. 

 
On the display of the Arduino (or Multimeters) you can read the Voltage and Amps. Perform the 
test as described in Practicum 1 and also note the voltage U and current I. 

1.  Determine the input power with P = U . I 
By multiplying the power over time, we obtain the number of Joules absorbed (amount of energy 
absorbed). 
Measure the number of ml of H2 that has formed. The amount of energy that hydrogen has 
absorbed can be determined using the following data: 

Hhydrogen  = 125,000 kJ/kg ρ 

hydrogen  = 0.09 kg/m3 

 1 gram H2 = 11.11 l at 1 atmosphere 

If it is also known that the return can be calculated as follows: 

η= energy in the system energy into the system. 100%𝜂= energy in the system  
 

Task 2 
 Then calculate what the efficiency of hydrogen production is. 

Now connect a consumer to the device and start the time, measurement of voltage and current at 
the moment the consumer is connected. 

Task 3 
 Now calculate the efficiency of power supply by the hydrogen. 
Task 4 
 Also determine the overall efficiency of production and supply of energy by means of (PEM) 
electrolysis. 

 
 

Assignment 3 Building the model 

Goal Building your own working model using the drawings, and modifying or 
performing it to a better working model. 

Activities Build your own model with materials as mentioned in the part list 
  

Result A working electrolyser 

Assignment Use the drawings to create a working model  
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Practice 3: 

 
 For this practicum we use horizon's Stack setup and descriptions.  Please note: this device is not 
cheap, so again economical with this. 
 

Supplies: 
Stack setup Horizon Power supply with variable voltage  (and current) 
 

Connect the Stack according to regulations (supplied by Horizon)  and fill it with the prescribed 
liquid  (demiwater). Please note: the manual is based on electricity production by means of 
hydrogen with production of demiwater. Since it is a so-called reversible process (reversible), 
hydrogen and oxygen can be made from water with the help of electricity.  Then connect the 
voltage and enter the voltage in steps of 0.1 Volts. Also read the current and put this data in a 
table. Hydrogen can be collected in the storage cell or via a cone  (more readable). 
 

Task 1 
 At what voltage is the first hydrogen produced? How does this relate to Practicum 1? How 
much hydrogen is produced? 
See what happens to hydrogen production. 
Task 2 
 What stands out to you about this? 
 

Task 3 
 Determine the efficiency of this setup on the basis of the delivered power and the amount of 
hydrogen formed. 
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Practice 4: 

 
Creating and testing your own stack. 
Requirements: 
Stack of Horizon EPDM 5 mm thick Nafion 117 PEM membrane Connection material Electricity 
cables Power supply cabinet from Practicum 3 
 
 
Method: 
Work in groups of up to 4 people, each having its own task. Make good agreements in advance 
that does which work and keep a logbook. Eventually you show a working model and you 
conclude with a joint presentation of Practicum 4 in which a piece of theory is also incorporated. 
Carefully disassemble horizon stack, make sure that it is reassembled in its original state. This 
can be done by taking pictures in the meantime and putting the parts next to each other in order 
of unpacking.  Take the measurements of the different parts; also pay attention to how hydrogen 
and oxygen can be collected separately. Make a working drawing of the different parts, you can 
also work to scale. If this is too difficult, take the 1:1 scale. The working drawing must be both in 
2D (dwg) as 3D. Put together a bill of materials and take (or order) the necessary materials. 
Mount the Horizon Stack correctly. Make the different parts, where the Stack can go up to a 
maximum of 20 plates. If necessary, a mold will first have to be made, do this in consultation with 
each other. 
 
 
 

Make sure that the membrane is tight in the plate when assembling it. 
Assemble your own Stack and carry out the assignments as described in Practicum 3. 
Make a presentation of this Practicum (with underlying theory) and give it to your classmates and 
teachers. Make sure everyone participates and presents. 
 

Page break 
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Properties of Hydrogen for determination tests 

  

Energy per kg125,000 kJ Density0.09 kg/m    
    3 

1 gram11.11 litres (P = 1  atm)     

10 ml H2 è 0.09 mg è112,5 J 
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Hydrogen Storage Design Assignment 

A microgrid which will supply a large industrial site with its power and is to be independent 

from the national grid has been planned for Northern Ireland.  The microgrid will consist of a 

wind turbine and solar PV array, which will be backed up with battery storage and hydrogen 

storage for any surplus energy generated.   

The microgrid design will meet the power demand of the site most of the time and any 

surplus power will be diverted to battery storage and hydrogen storage. When energy 

demand exceeds the renewable energy supply, energy will be supplied from the battery 

storage and hydrogen generated by an electrolyser will be utilised in a fuel cell to satisfy the 

remaining shortfall in energy demand. 

The following information is available about the microgrid:  

● Surplus power is diverted to battery storage and electrolyser in a 60:40 ratio, 

respectively. 

● The electrolyser has an efficiency of 70% (η=0.7) i.e. 30% of the excess energy 

available is lost during the electrolysis process. 

● 39 kWh of energy is required to produce 1kg of hydrogen gas. 

● 12,000 litres of storage capacity are required for 1 kg of hydrogen gas at Standard 

Temperature and Pressure (STP) 

● Compressing hydrogen from STP to 350-bar has an efficiency of 60% (η=0.6), i.e. 

40% of the excess energy is lost during the compression process. Assume that the 

energy required for compression of hydrogen to 350-bar comes from the hydrogen 

generated by the microgrid and then utilised in a fuel cell to produce electricity to 

operate the compressor. 

● 75 litres of storage capacity are required for 1 kg of hydrogen gas at 350-bar 

pressure. 

● The electrolyser size (kW) design specification must be matched to the average 

excess energy (to the nearest kW). 

● 5 kg of hydrogen is sufficient for a car to travel 650 km or a bus to travel 100 km. 

 

Using the information provided in the spreadsheet, complete the calculations under the 

headed columns and answer the following questions: 

 

1. From your calculations, what is the maximum surplus renewable power available on 

21st June?  

2. What period during the day can hydrogen theoretically be generated on 21st June?  

3. Using your answers from Q2, what is the optimal design capacity of the electrolyser 

in kW for this microgrid (based on the average excess power supplied to the 

electrolyser [column E])?  

4. How much surplus power cannot be utilised by the electrolyser at 06:45?                   
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5. Using your Excel spreadsheet, calculate the total energy available for hydrogen 

production, given the efficiency of the electrolyser is 70% (η=0.7)?   

6. Using your Excel spreadsheet, highlight in ‘Red’ where the surplus power exceeds 

the capacity of the electrolyser.  

7. What is the theoretical hydrogen production per hour at 06:45?   Why is it not 

possible for this amount of hydrogen to be produced at this time?   

8. Calculate the theoretical design storage capacity for hydrogen at STP in cubic metres 

per day (m3/day).  

9. Using your answer from Q8, calculate the design storage capacity for hydrogen at 

350 bar in cubic metres per day (m3/day), given the efficiency of compression is 60% 

(η=0.6)?   

10. How many kilometres would a car travel based on the amount of hydrogen 

theoretically generated before being compressed on 21st June?  
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Figure 1: Schematic of the proposed microgrid. 

 



 
 
 

Hydrogen Storage Design Assignment - ANSWERS 

A microgrid which will supply a large industrial site with its power and is to be 

independent from the national grid has been planned for Northern Ireland.  The 

microgrid will consist of a wind turbine and solar PV array, which will be backed up 

with battery storage and hydrogen storage for any surplus energy generated.   

The microgrid design will meet the power demand of the site most of the time and 

any surplus power will be diverted to battery storage and hydrogen storage. When 

energy demand exceeds the renewable energy supply, energy will be supplied from 

the battery storage and hydrogen generated by an electrolyser will be utilised in a 

fuel cell to satisfy the remaining shortfall in energy demand. 

The following information is available about the microgrid:  

● Surplus power is diverted to battery storage and electrolyser in a 60:40 ratio, 

respectively. 

● The electrolyser has an efficiency of 70% (η=0.7) i.e. 30% of the excess 

energy available is lost during the electrolysis process. 

● 39 kWh of energy is required to produce 1kg of hydrogen gas. 

● 12,000 litres of storage capacity are required for 1 kg of hydrogen gas at 

Standard Temperature and Pressure (STP) 

● Compressing hydrogen from STP to 350-bar has an efficiency of 60% (η=0.6), 

i.e. 40% of the excess energy is lost during the compression process. Assume 

that the energy required for compression of hydrogen to 350-bar comes from 

the hydrogen generated by the microgrid and then utilised in a fuel cell to 

produce electricity to operate the compressor. 

● 75 litres of storage capacity are required for 1 kg of hydrogen gas at 350-bar 

pressure. 

● The electrolyser size (kW) design specification must be matched to the 

average excess energy (to the nearest kW). 

● 5 kg of hydrogen is sufficient for a car to travel 650 km or a bus to travel 100 

km. 

 

Using the information provided in the spreadsheet, complete the calculations under 

the headed columns and answer the following questions: 

1. From your calculations, what is the maximum surplus renewable power 

available on 21st June? 765 kW 

2. What period during the day can hydrogen theoretically be generated on 21st 

June? 01:45-16:45 



 
 
 

3. Using your answers from Q2, what is the optimal design capacity of the 

electrolyser in kW for this microgrid (based on the average excess power 

supplied to the electrolyser [column E])? **=89 kW 

4. How much surplus power cannot be utilised by the electrolyser at 06:45?                   

217 kW (i.e. 306 kW – 89 kW) 

5. Using your Excel spreadsheet, calculate the total energy available for 

hydrogen production, given the efficiency of the electrolyser is 70% (η=0.7)?  

995 kWh/day 

6. Using your Excel spreadsheet, highlight in ‘Red’ where the surplus power 

exceeds the capacity of the electrolyser. 251, 306, 100, 92 & 91 kW    

7. What is the theoretical hydrogen production per hour at 06:45? 5.49 kg/hr  

Why is it not possible for this amount of hydrogen to be produced at this time?  

The available power exceeds the electrolyser capacity. 

8. Calculate the theoretical design storage capacity for hydrogen at STP in cubic 

metres per day (m3/day). 306 m3/day 

9. Using your answer from Q8, calculate the design storage capacity for 

hydrogen at 350 bar in cubic metres per day (m3/day), given the efficiency of 

compression is 60% (η=0.6)? 1.1 m3/day  

10. How many kilometres would a car travel based on the amount of hydrogen 

theoretically generated before being compressed on 21st June? 3,316.3 



 
 
 

 


